UF Center for African Studies events - Spring 2003

JANUARY

10  **Baraza:** Peter von Doepp, University of North Texas. *The Problem of Judicial Control: Malawi and Zambia in Comparative View.* 3:30pm in 471 Grinter
17  **Baraza:** Timothy Ajani, Fayetteville State University. *He, being dead yet speaketh: The Legacy of Amos Tutuola.* 3:30pm in 471 Grinter
24  **Baraza:** William Miles, Northeastern University. *Islam and Africa in Jerusalem.* 3:30pm in 215 Anderson
29  **Modern African Cinema Series** – *Udju Azul di Yonta* (Guinea-Bissau, 1991). 7pm @ Alachua County Headquarters Library, 401 E. University Ave.
30-31 **South East Africanist Network annual meeting** (sponsored by CAS, hosted by Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College – Tifton, Georgia). *Africa Beyond 3-D: Altering Images & Changing Perceptions for the 21st Century*

FEBRUARY

05  **SASA brownbag:** a film by Raoul Peck - *Lumumba: la mort du Prophete.* Noon in 471 Grinter
12  **SASA brownbag:** Rene Lemarchand, University of Florida. *The Crisis in Cote d'Ivoire: Why Market Democracy is an Oxymoron.* Noon in 471 Grinter
20  **Media workshop:** Covering Africa: Focus on Islam. 9am in 3032 Weimer Hall
21  **Carter Lecture:** Dynamics of Islam in Contemporary Africa – Sudan. 4pm in 050 Keene-Flint
24  **Roundtable:** Retrospective on Rwanda: African Studies in the Shadow of Genocide w/ B. Boris Diop, CAS/FFRI Visiting Professor. 4pm in 209 Emerson Alumni hall
26  **Modern African Cinema Series** – *Guimba: un tyran, une époque* (Mali, 1995). 7pm @ Alachua County Headquarters Library, 401 E. University Ave.
28  **Carter Lecture:** Dynamics of Islam in Contemporary Africa – Senegal. 4pm in 050 Keene-Flint

MARCH

3   **Roundtable:** *African Writing in French: Texts and Contexts* w/ B. Boris Diop, CAS/FFRI Visiting Professor. 4pm in 219 Dauer
5   **Baraza:** Yakubu Saidu Peligah, Kwame Nkrumah University. *Islam, Art, and Art Education in Ghana: Impressions, Misconceptions and Realities.* 3:30pm in 471 Grinter
19  **SASA brownbag:** a film by Manthia Diawara – *Rouch in Reverse* Noon in 471 Grinter
21  **Carter Lecture:** Dynamics of Islam in Contemporary Africa – Nigeria. 4pm in 050 Keene-Flint
28  **Baraza (Distinguished Archeologist lecture):** Susan McIntosh, Rice University. *Trade, Interaction, and the Development of Complex Societies in the Inland Niger Delta.* 3:30pm in 219 Dauer

APRIL

4   **Carter Lecture:** Dynamics of Islam in Contemporary Africa – Algeria. 4pm in 050 Keene-Flint
11  **Carter Lecture:** Dynamics of Islam in Contemporary Africa – Tanzania. 4pm in 050 Keene-Flint
18  **Baraza:** Rebecca Nagy, Harn Museum. *Contemporary Ethiopian Artists: Embracing the Past and Heralding the Future.* 3:30pm in 471 Grinter
25  **Alumni seminar in African history.** 3:30pm in 471 Grinter
26  **Retirement celebration:** Former CAS directors Haig Der-Houssikian & Hunt Davis. 7pm